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Abstract

Many RNA molecules possess complicated secondary structure critical to their function. Mutations in double-helical regions of RNA

may disrupt Watson–Crick (WC) interactions causing structure destabilization or even complete loss of function. Such disruption can

be compensated by anothermutation restoring base pairing, as has been shown formRNA, rRNA and tRNA. Here, we investigate the

evolution of intrinsic transcription terminators between closely related strains of Bacillus cereus. While the terminator structure is

maintained by strong natural selection, as evidenced by the low frequency of disrupting mutations, we observe multiple instances of

pairs of disrupting-compensating mutations in RNA structure stems. Such two-step switches between different WC pairs occur very

fast, consistent with the low fitness conferred by the intermediate non-WC variant. Still, they are not instantaneous, and probably

involve transient fixation of the intermediate variant. The GU wobble pair is the most frequent intermediate, and remains fixed longer

than other intermediates, consistent with its less disruptive effect on the RNA structure. Double switches involving non-GU inter-

mediates are more frequent at the ends of RNA stems, probably because they are associated with smaller fitness loss. Together, these

results show that the fitness landscape of bacterial transcription terminators is rather rugged, but that the fitness valleys associated

with unpaired stem nucleotides are rather shallow, facilitating evolution.
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Introduction

Because evolution mainly proceeds through small mutational

steps, it requires the existence of contiguous pathways in the

genotypic space traversing sufficiently fit genotypes. Adaptive

landscapes have a huge dimensionality, and their shape is gen-

erally unknown. Still, their local properties can be studied, for

example, by analyzing macroevolutionary patterns (De Visser

and Krug 2014; Bazykin 2015). Of particular interest is the

frequency and the mechanism of crossing of fitness valleys—

evolutionary events involving multiple mutations some of

which are deleterious. Such events may or may not involve

transient fixation of deleterious single mutants; in either case,

the subsequent fixation of the double mutant typically occurs

fast (Kimura 1985; Stephan 1996; Bazykin et al. 2004).

The fitness landscape of proteins is determined by a net-

work of structural and functional interactions between posi-

tions, and is generally complex (Podgornaia and Laub 2015).

The fitness landscape of functional RNA is simpler. Unlike

DNA, RNA is a single-stranded molecule. Yet, it can be

folded into a wide variety of three-dimensional structures con-

taining double-stranded regions, determining the stability of

the molecule and defining its function. In different RNA types,

mutations can disrupt Watson–Crick (WC) interactions caus-

ing structure destabilization and/or change or disruption of

function (Elson et al. 2009; López de Quinto and Martı́nez-

Salas 2000). However, RNA structure and function can be

restored by another mutation, which compensates the dis-

rupted interaction. For example, in mammalian mitochondrial

tRNAs, compensation for pathogenic mutations may proceed
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through different mechanisms, including restoration of the

broken WC pair, formation of a new pair or strengthening

of an existing pair (Kern and Kondrashov 2004). In particular,

two-step AU$ GC switches proceed through strongly dele-

terious variants and thus involve crossing deep fitness valleys

(Meer et al. 2010). In a range of systems, including tRNA

(Meer et al. 2010), rRNA (Rousset et al. 1991), and viral

RNA (Assis 2014), such double substitutions in helical regions

preferentially occur via the GU base pair.

Here, we study compensatory evolution of bacterial intrin-

sic transcription terminators. Bacteria utilize two different

mechanisms for transcription termination. Rho-dependent ter-

mination involves Rho-factor, a helicase that unwinds the

RNA–DNA hybrid duplex releasing the mRNA (Ciampi 2006).

In rho-independent (intrinsic) termination, the newly synthe-

sized transcript forms a hairpin followed by an oligouridine

tract. The hairpin disrupts the transcriptional bubble and the

hybrid duplex and blocks elongation, while the oligouridine

tract destabilizes the RNA–DNA duplex and lowers elongation

efficiency. Acting together, these elements cause RNA poly-

merase arrest and mRNA release (Datta and von Hippel 2008).

Hence, the RNA hairpin is critical for transcription termination

and is expected to be conserved. Conservation of the second-

ary structure can be attainable even as the nucleotide se-

quence changes if base pairing is preserved; any single-

nucleotide change in the hairpin by itself may be expected

to be more or less disruptive, but compensable by additional

changes. Such compensating substitutions may be expected

to occur fast, so that base pair complementarity is preserved

most of the time. To study this process in detail, we analyzed

the compensatory substitutions in rho-independent transcrip-

tion terminators of Bacillus cereus.

Material and Methods

Phylogenetic Tree Reconstruction

We downloaded from GenBank the 25 complete annotated

Refseq genomes of B. cereus available to date (accession

codes: NC_012472, NC_014335, NC_018491, NC_003909,

NC_011658, NC_011773, NC_011772, NZ_CP009941,

NC_011725, NC_004722, NZ_CP009628, NZ_CP009318,

NC_016779, NC_016771, NC_006274, NC_011969,

NZ_CP009968, NZ_CP012483, NZ_CP009686,

NZ_CP009596, NZ_CP009605, NZ_CP009641,

NZ_CP009369, NZ_CP009590, and NZ_CP009300) and

B. cytotoxicus NVH 391-98 (accession code NC_009674)

as the outgroup species.

We obtained groups of orthologs for these 26 genomes

using OrthoMCL (Li 2003), for a total of 2,473 groups contain-

ing exactly one ortholog per genome. We then aligned these

orthologs with Muscle (Edgar 2004) and concatenated align-

ments for which sum-of-pairs scores normalized by the align-

ment length were greater than 45 into one superalignment

with a total sequence length of 1.95 Mb. This alignment was

filtered by Gblocks (Talavera and Castresana 2007) with ‘With

half’ gap treating option, leaving 1.94 Mb.

On the basis of this alignment, we reconstructed the phylo-

genetic tree under the GTR+� model using RaxML (Stamatakis

2006), rooted with B. cytotoxicus NVH 391-98 (supplementary

fig. S1, Supplementary Material online). Bootstrap iterations

(10,000) were performed to estimate branch support.

Terminator Sequences Retrieval

Independently, we used OrthoMCL to obtain groups of ortho-

logs for the 25 genomes of B. cereus, and aligned them with

muscle. We discarded those genes in which the alignment

started with a gap of length 200 or above, or ended with a

gap of 50 or above, in one or more of the strains, because in

such genes, the alignment of the predicted orthologous ter-

minator tended to be poor. This left 3,093 genes. For each of

these genes, we extracted the regions between position 30

upstream and position 180 downstream of the stop codon

(“downstream regions”).

We then focused on the 1,687 of these genes for which the

positionsofterminatorsequenceshavebeenpredicted intheB.

cereus ATCC 14579 genome (AC NC_004722; hereafter, ref-

erence genome) (De Hoon et al. 2005); http://bonsai.hgc.jp/

~mdehoon/terminators/NC_004722.trms; last accessed

January 19, 2017) and fell into our analyzed downstream

region. Using these predicted positions of terminator stems,

we then resolved stem structures in this genome using

RNAfold tool from the Vienna package (options -noLP, -C;

Lorenz et al. 2011). We employed this two-step procedure be-

cause existing prediction tools either do not output the exact

stem structure (De Hoon et al. 2005; Kingsford et al. 2007) or

utilize simplistic algorithms; for example, WebGester (Mitra

et al. 2011) does not consider poly-U tract quality during the

prediction process, while the TransTermHP (Kingsford et al.

2007)estimates freeenergyof stemsusingNussinovalgorithm

andignoresstackingenergies.Finally,weexcludedterminators

withstemsshorter than5or longerthan19basepairs, leavinga

total of 1,605 predicted terminator sequences in the reference

genome.

Multiple Alignment of Terminator Sequences

To create a structure-aware alignment for the orthologous

terminator sequences of Bacillus cereus genomes, we used

the following procedure. First, we used Clustalw (Thompson

et al. 1994) to align each reference terminator sequence in-

ferred at the previous step to the orthologous downstream

region in each non-reference genome. The resulting sets of

best-hit regions together with 10 flanking nucleotides from

each side were used for RNA multiple structural alignment

with MAFFT X-INS-I (Katoh and Toh 2008). We transferred

the RNA structure obtained with RNAfold for the terminator

from the reference genome to the other sequences and
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defined a pair of interacting alignment columns as a pair of

columns that correspond to the interacting positions in the

reference genome. We then retained only those alignments

in which each of the aligned sequences met all of the follow-

ing conditions: (i) possessed RNA stem energy of at least

�5 kcal/mol, (ii) contained at least five complementary (WC

or wobble GU) nucleotide pairs in interacting columns, (iii) con-

tained complementary pairs in at least 70% of pairs of inter-

acting columns, and (iv) contained no more than 30% of

unpaired nucleotides both in the left and the right parts of

the stem, leaving 1,116 alignments. Finally, we calculated

pairwise nucleotide distances between the reference se-

quence and each other sequence and excluded the 189 addi-

tional genes in which any of the 24 sequence identity values

was below 70%, leaving 927 alignments.

In these alignments, we discarded those few pairs of inter-

acting columns in which the most common pair was not WC

or GU. Finally, we manually curated the alignments containing

pairs of polymorphic interacting columns, since such align-

ments are the most dubious. This left 286 column pairs in

202 alignments, out of the 302 considered column pairs in

208 alignments.

Prediction of Bidirectional Terminators

Although bidirectional terminators can be predicted most reli-

ably only experimentally (De Hoon et al. 2005), they can also be

predicted computationally. We classified pairs of adjacent

genes in the reference genome as cooriented (end-to-head)

or convergent (end-to-end). For convergent pairs, we checked

whether each of them had a predicted terminator (De Hoon

et al. 2005). If terminators were predicted for both genes, we

checked if they coincided (forming the same stem structure on

the opposite strands). If a terminator was predicted for only one

of the two genes, we checked if its reverse complement could

potentially form a terminator structure and satisfied our condi-

tions for it. Several such pairs of genes were excluded because

the terminator for the second gene could not be predicted re-

liably, as the reverse complement of the predicted terminator

did not form a potential terminator structure (2 genes), was

located too far apart from the second gene (26 cases), or was

located inside the second gene (3 cases). For the coinciding

terminators, each pair of interacting alignment columns was

counted independently for each gene (and therefore, for

each strand). Using two-tailed Fisher’s exact test, we tested

whether the fraction of positions with substitutions was differ-

ent for convergent genes, compared with cooriented genes.

Ancestral States Reconstruction and Analysis

For each alignment column in each of the 927 alignments

(202 of which contain pairs of polymorphic columns), we

used PAML (Yang 1997); baseml, F81 model, assuming

global molecular clock) to reconstruct the ancestral states at

all internal nodes of the phylogenetic tree, assuming the tree

topology reconstructed previously; results were similar when

two other substitution models, JC (Jukes and Cantor 1969)

and REV (Tavaré 1986) were used. Nodes with the PAML-re-

constructed posterior probability of the ancestral state below

0.8 were considered irresolvable.

The expected fractions of cases in which both nucleotides

in a WC pair were substituted were calculated by assuming

that the two substitutions are independent. Specifically, for a

given pair of nucleotides A and B, the probability of A to

change was calculated as the number of cases with the sub-

stituted A, divided by the total number of ancestral AB pairs.

The expectations for B were calculated similarly, and the ex-

pected fraction of two substitution cases equaled the product

of these two values.

Using the reconstructed ancestral states, for each nucleo-

tide change, we tried to infer the branch of the phylogenetic

tree where this change had occurred. For WC pairs of nucle-

otides involved in pairwise interactions, we then inferred all

base pair switches. To do this, we employed the following

algorithm. For each pair of interacting alignment columns,

we defined “blocks.” A block is a contiguous group of

nodes on the tree carrying the same state in both columns

that are separated from the rest of the tree with a substitution

in at least one of the columns (fig. 1). By iterating through all

pairs of blocks carrying WC states (AU or GC), we then se-

lected pairs separated by exactly one substitution at each of

the two positions. This produced two lists of extant genomes

separated from each other by exactly two substitutions, that

is, that had experienced a base pair switch.

We then classified each switch as belonging to one of the

five switch types, depending on whether the ancestral and the

intermediate state could be resolved (fig. 2). If the ancestral

state was resolved, there were three scenarios for a switch

between two WC pairs ab and AB: the last common ancestor

could carry either of the two terminal WC states (ab or AB), so

that both substitutions happened along the same lineage, and

no nodes carried the intermediate state (fig. 2, 1); the last

common ancestor carried the non-WC state aB or Ab, with

one substitution occurring in each of the descendant branches

(fig. 2, 2); or the last common ancestor carried the WC state,

but a non-WC intermediate state, aB or Ab, was recon-

structed at one of the intermediate nodes (fig. 2, 3). When

the ancestral state was irresolvable, the intermediate state

could either be never observed (fig. 2, 4) or reconstructed at

one of the internal nodes (fig. 2, 5).

Permutations

The phylogenetic distribution of events depends on the tree

shape. To control for this, we generated 100,000 artificial

column pairs by picking two columns randomly from the

572 polymorphic columns with reconstructed ancestral states

and analyzed similarly to the pairs of interacting columns.

These permutations were used to obtain the null distribution
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A

B

FIG. 1.—Identification of phylogenetic blocks in the transcription terminator of locus BC0230 (LacI transcription factor). A, A schematic representation of

the phylogenetic tree of BC0230, with the tags in nodes corresponding to the nucleotides at two interacting positions of the hairpin. Different blocks on the

tree are colored differently and denoted as triangles. Block pairs 1–4, 2–4, and 3–4 represent base pair switches. B, The alignment of the BC0230 terminator,

with the strains in the same order as in A. The last line represents the structure in the bracket notation. For the reference strain, sequence presented here

corresponds to the (205,668–205,712) region of its genome.
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for the statistics used to analyze the phylogenetic positioning

of substitutions; a statistic was considered significant if it fell

beyond the 2.5% (or 97.5%) percentile of the expected dis-

tribution. All details of statistical analyses are provided in sup-

plementary material S2, Supplementary Material online;

supplementary materials S3 and S4, Supplementary Material

online provide data on the filtered subset of 927 genes and

the R-script performing all the analyses, respectively.

Results

Selection on Terminators Structure

Filtering of the initial set of 3,138 terminators predicted in

the reference B. cereus genome resulted in 927 termina-

tor sequences that were analyzed further. The length dis-

tributions of the predicted hairpins, loops and U-tracts

(supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material online)

were similar to those obtained experimentally (De Hoon

et al. 2005).

We studied selection on RNA structure by analyzing con-

servation of the nucleotide sequence between closely related

B. cereus genomes. Overall, the conservation of terminator

stems is high: 90.72% of the alignment columns

corresponding to hairpin stems are invariant, which is more

than in other regions within the terminators (62.37% of the

columns corresponding to loops, and 78.61% of the columns

corresponding to poly-U regions) and in fourfold degenerate

sites of protein-coding regions (63.46%), indicating strong

selection acting on terminator structure. Moreover, when a

column was not conserved, it was more frequently (96.37%)

due to mismatch(es), and less frequently, to gap(s), compared

with loops (82.86%) and poly-U regions (70.90%).

The pairs of stem columns annotated as interacting could

carry one of the three pairs of nucleotides in the reference

genome: AU (43.47%), GC (51.55%), or GU (4.98%). The

majority of these pairs were invariable, including the GU pair

that comprises 2.76% of all invariable column pairs.

Still, 8.18% of the columns involved in interactions are

variable. Using the reconstructed phylogeny (fig. 3), we in-

ferred the ancestral states for the terminator nucleotides,

and used these data to understand how the stem regions

evolved between the B. cereus strains (fig. 4). In 96.83% of

all pairs of stem nucleotides where the state in the last

common ancestor (LCA) of all B. cereus strains could be in-

ferred, this state was a WC pair: AU (43.58%) or GC

(52.37%); additionally, 4.02% of them were wobble GU

FIG. 2.—Classification of base pair switches by type (see text). Differing WC pairs are colored in red and blue, and the intermediate state, if known, in

green. Unknown states are denoted with white circles. a and b correspond to the two nucleotides in an interacting pair, with the two states denoted by small

and capital letters.
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pairs, with the remaining 0.02% being other non-WC pairs.

Ancestral GU pairs were substantially more likely to experience

a substitution in one of the nucleotides (31.23% of all GU

pairs) than AU (9.37%) or GC (5.65%) pairs. Conversely, most

of the substitutions in AU and GC pairs gave rise to the

wobble pair GU, indicating that this substitution is associated

with less, if any, fitness loss. AU ! GU substitutions were

slightly more frequent than GC ! GU substitutions;

reciprocally, most of the substitutions in the GU pair gave

rise to AU. Both nucleotides in a pair were substituted in

only 1.44% of AU, 1.78% of GC and 7.21% of GU pairs;

still, this is much more than expected (0.32%,

P = 4.0�10�18; 0.20%, P = 7.2�10�46; and 4.10%,

P = 0.008, respectively; two-tailed binomial test) if the two

substitutions had occurred independently (fig. 4).

In the majority of the cases where stem nucleotides have

changed, only one of the two nucleotides in a WC pair has

been substituted (86.67% of cases for AU, 76.09% of cases

for GC, and 81.25% of cases for GU; fig. 4). Focusing on

these cases, we asked where these variable nucleotides

were located in the stem structure. Nucleotide belonging to

AU and GC ancestral pairs, although not to GU pairs, were

more likely to be variable when they were at external positions

of the stem (i.e., the first and the last nucleotides of the stem),

compared with when they were at internal positions of the

stem (i.e., all other nucleotides; AU: 12.88% of external vs.

8.96% of internal, P = 0.008; GC: 8.37% of external vs.

4.83% of internal, P = 2.5�10� 5; GU: 30.77% of external

vs. 34.43% of internal, P = 0.66, Fisher’s exact test), indicating

that mutations disrupting base pairing at external positions are

under weaker selection (fig. 5). Furthermore, among external

positions, substitutions were more frequent at the inner posi-

tions (P = 2.34�10� 6) than at the outer positions of the hair-

pin. Unexpectedly, among the outer positions, substitutions

were slightly more frequent at the right arm, i.e., closer to the

poly-U tract (P = 0.002), compared with the left arm of the

stem; no such difference was observed for inner positions or

for the stem as a whole (fig. 5).

Some terminators can function in both directions, termi-

nating transcription of convergent (end-to-end) genes tran-

scribed in opposite directions from two different strands.

Such terminators were more conserved than terminators of

FIG. 3.——Rooted phylogenetic tree reconstructed for the 25 Bacillus cereus genomes. All bootstrap values are 100%.

FIG. 4.—Nucleotide changes at interacting pairs of columns. For an-

cestral states A-U, G-C, or G-U, the values in rectangles show the number

of pairs where each nucleotide was invariant in all compared strains (gray),

or one or both nucleotides where variable (cyan colorscale, with darker

colors corresponding to more frequent events; the invariant nucleotide is in

bold). Asterisk in one of the columns corresponds to multiple substitutions

in the same position. Asterisks in both columns correspond to substitutions

(either single or multiple) in both positions, with the value in brackets

showing the number of those pairs where a WC switch was observed.
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co-oriented (end-to-head) genes (fig. 6); however, no such

difference was observed for nonoverlapping terminators of

convergent genes (fig. 6), suggesting that the increased con-

servation stems from the same DNA segment functioning as a

terminator for two genes, rather than from the convergent

positioning of the genes per se.

Rate and Pattern of WC Switches

Out of the 927 analyzed alignments, 208 carried at least one

stem pair such that both nucleotides experienced at least one

substitution, for a total of 302 column pairs. Because we were

interested in a detailed analysis of such double switches, we

subjected these alignments to an additional manual curation

procedure. This left us with 202 alignments, including a total

of 2,074 stem nucleotides and 286 column pairs with each

nucleotide substituted at least once.

We then asked how the mutations at the two sites were

distributed phylogenetically relative to one another, and,

whenever possible, what the intermediate state had been.

For this, in each of the 286 switching column pairs, we ana-

lyzed all possible pairs of blocks on the tree (fig. 1) carrying

different WC pairs and separated by exactly two substitutions.

Each pair of blocks resulting from this procedure corresponded

to a single switch event (e.g., blocks 1–4, 2–4, and 3-4 in fig. 1).

Forty-six column pairs carried no WC switches; that is, they

contained no pairs of WC-blocks separated by two substitu-

tions. Among the remaining 240 column pairs, 89 carried more

than a single base pair switch, yielding a total of 482 switches

(supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online).

We categorized the observed switches based on the nucle-

otides identity, and also on whether the ancestral and the

intermediate state could be inferred and on their phylogenetic

position (fig. 2). In the resulting data (fig. 7), several features

could be observed.

First, the WC pairs differed with regard to their propensity

for switching. There are four possible kinds of switches be-

tween two WC pairs with unique intermediate groups: AU$

GC (with intermediate states AC or GU), AU $ CG (AG or

UC), AU$ UA (AA or UU), and GC$ CG (CC or GG). The

AU$ GC switches constitute 79% of all switches, probably

because one of the two intermediate variants, the GU wobble

pair, is less deleterious. The reduced fitness loss associated

A B C

FIG. 5.—Frequencies of variable and invariant sites at different positions of the terminator stems. A, external vs. internal positions of the stem; B, inner vs.

outer position of the stem; C, right vs. left arm of the outer position of the stem. Cyan, the category with an excess of substitutions; red, the complementary

category. In B and C, AU, GC, and GU ancestral base pairs are pooled together. Tables contain the number of interacting columns where both nucleotides

were invariant (“invariant”), or one of the nucleotides was variable (“variable”), in each of the two compared categories, with two-tailed Fisher’s test P-value

corresponding to each table.
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with the GU pair is also confirmed by the data on switch types

2 and 3, where the intermediate state could be inferred with

certainty. Here, 68 (89.5%) of all AU$ GC switches involved

GU as the intermediate, while only 8 (10.5%) involved AC as

the intermediate (two-tailed binomial test, P = 5.6�10�13).

Furthermore, the propensity for switching differed be-

tween stem positions (supplementary fig. S4, Supplementary

Material online). The frequencies of switches, and relative fre-

quencies of switch types, differed between the external and

internal positions of the stem. Switches were slightly more

frequent at external positions: while such positions comprised

19% (391/2,074) of all stem positions, they carried 26% (126/

482) of all switches (two-tailed binomial test, P = 9.0�10�5),

and 39% (40/102) of switches that could not involve the GU

intermediate (i.e., AU $ CG, AU $ UA or GC $ CG;

P = 1.6� 10�6). Conversely, the rate of AU $ GC switches

possibly involving a GU intermediate was almost similar be-

tween the external and internal stem positions (23% of these

switches occurred at external positions; P = 0.07).

Second, the phylogenetic distribution of mutations involved

in switches was nonindependent. To show this, we compared

the relative frequencies of the five switch types to those ex-

pected if the substitutions were independent of each other.

First, we computed the terminal-to-intermediate ratio (TIR;

Meer et al. 2010). This statistic is calculated as the ratio of

the number of switches where the last common ancestor co-

incides with one of the two terminal states, to the number of

those where it does not, and corresponds, in our analysis, to

the number of switches of types 1 and 3, divided by the

number of switches of type 2. When the LCA carries a termi-

nal state (i.e., WC-state), both substitutions separating two

blocks must have occurred in the same lineage; otherwise,

each substitution has occurred in its own lineage. TIR equals

2.72 (177/65) in our dataset, while 0.38 (24.547/64.242) is

expected based on permutation results (two-tailed binomial

test, P = 1.0�10�48). Second, we computed the ratio of

switches where the intermediate state was not observed, to

those where it was, i.e., the number of switches of types 1 and

4, divided by the number of switches of types 2, 3, and 5. This

ratio equals 2.47, while 0.35 is expected based on permuta-

tion results (two-tailed binomial test, P = 8.9�10�96).

Therefore, both tests show that the intermediate states are

observed less frequently than expected, implying that the two

substitutions involved in a switch occur in rapid succession.

The switches involving the GU intermediate are less rapid than

other switches; indeed, among type 3 events where the phy-

logenetic distance between the two events could be esti-

mated, the mutation from the GU intermediate occurs, on

average, 0.019 substitutions per nucleotide after the mutation

which established it, while this time is only 0.009 substitutions

per nucleotide for other substitution pairs (Mann–Whitney U

test, P = 0.044). Furthermore, TIR was higher (4.74) in the

column pairs that each carried no more than three switches,

and lower (1.18) in those column pairs that carried more than

three switches, consistent with stronger selection against the

intermediate variant in the more conservative site pairs, in line

with a higher TIR in more conservative sites described previ-

ously in Drosophila proteins (Bazykin and Kondrashov 2012).

Dissimilarities between the strain tree and gene individual

trees could result in erroneous inference of the phylogenetic

distribution of events on the tree. To ask whether this sub-

stantially affects our conclusions, we tested whether our re-

sults hold under an alternative gene-based approach for tree

reconstruction. For this, among the 202 genes where base

FIG. 6.——Classes of bidirectional terminators. The last column represents the P-value of the Fisher’s exact test, comparing the fraction of column pairs

such that exactly one nucleotide was variable, in each category of terminators belonging to convergent genes to that in unidirectional terminators.
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pair substitutions were found, we selected a subset of 155

genes that had orthologs in the outgroup species, and recon-

structed, for each such gene, a phylogenetic tree using ortho-

logous gene sequences flanked by 1,000 or 2,000 nucleotides.

Out of the 3,410 bipartitions observed in trees based on genes

together with 2,000 flanking nucleotides, 2,247 (66%) were

also observed in the strain tree; this fraction was higher for

bipartitions with high bootstrap support in the gene tree (sup-

plementary fig. S5, Supplementary Material online). The

number of switches observed at a site in these trees remained

the same in 131 out of 185 (71%) of site pairs; in 36 (19%) of

sites pairs, the usage of gene trees decreased, and in 18 (10%)

of site pairs, increased the number of switches. The discor-

dance between the species tree and gene trees, and the result-

ing change in the number of observed switches, probably

results from gene tree inference errors (Mendes et al. 2016).

Indeed, the bootstrap support values for some of the branches

for gene trees, including the branches between switching

blocks, were low, making them unreliable for our switch anal-

ysis. Still, the TIR value remained similar (3.23 for 1,000 nt-

flanks and 2.83 for 2,000 nt-flanks), implying that the conclu-

sion that the two substitutions involved in a switch occur in

rapid succession is not an artefact of tree reconstruction.

Discussion

Here, we reconstruct the evolutionary history of rho-indepen-

dent terminators of B. cereus genes, and study the forces that

shape their evolution. We show that the stem structure of

these terminators is highly conservative and maintained by

strong natural selection. Nevertheless, the nucleotide sequence

yielding this structure is dynamic, and we observe many paired

mutational events rapidly substituting one WC pair for another.

Our analysis is subject to several limitations. First, our pair-

wise identity filtering ensures the high quality of analyzed align-

ments, but potentially biases the conservation upward, missing

highly divergent terminators. However, only ~17% of the ter-

minators failed to pass the identity filter, and this filtering

equally affects all compared categories of sites. Second, our

analysis of substitutions in terminator stems is restricted to the

reference terminator. Correct prediction of terminator stem

boundaries is a challenging task because it requires under-

standing of the delicate balance between terminator stem

energy and the energy of the DNA-RNA heteroduplex involving

the poly-U tail. This problem might contribute to our observa-

tion of increased variability of external and, in particular, inner

external stem positions. Therefore, we restricted our analysis to

the predicted reference genome structure and did not analyze

terminator elongation/shortening events. Third, our phyloge-

netic analysis assumes reliable inference of the tree shape and

the phylogenetic distribution of events. However, factors such

as horizontal gene transfer and insufficient phylogenetic

power can lead to erroneous inferences. Our analysis of phy-

logenetic associations between substitutions using gene-level

rather than genome-level trees suggests that this problem is

unlikely to qualitatively affect our conclusions.

Given these caveats, we show that the substitutions in the

terminator stems are rarer than those in terminator loops, con-

sistent with the constraints imposed on each nucleotide in a pair

by its complement. The vast majority of the single-nucleotide

substitutions resulted in the GU wobble pair, consistent with the

FIG. 7.—The distribution of observed base pair switches by five types defined in Fig. 2 (rows) and four possible pairs of intermediates (columns). The last

column shows the expected distribution in permutations.
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fact that its thermodynamic stability is comparable with that of

WC pairs, and emphasizing its role as a stepping stone in the

walks along the RNA fitness landscapes (Meer et al. 2010).

Nucleotide conservation depends on the position within

the stem and on characteristics of the terminator. Switches

at the external positions simply shorten the stem for one base

pair and slightly lower its free energy while the internal

switches might cause strong structure destabilization and dra-

matic energy drop. Consistently, positions deep within the

stem are more conserved than outer and, in particular, inner

positions of the stem. Terminators that terminate transcription

of convergent genes are more constrained than unidirectional

terminators, indicative of an increased selection.

Increased conservation implies that mutations disrupting

interactions in terminator RNA stems are deleterious.

Therefore, compensatory mutations should occur fast, and

the intermediate state reducing fitness is observed rarely, as

indicated by an elevated value of the TIR statistic. Substitutions

involving GU intermediates occurred less rapidly than others,

are more frequent in internal positions of RNA stems, and are

more frequent than the alternative AC intermediate in the AU-

GC switches, again consistent with weaker selection against

the GU than against non-GU intermediates.

Nevertheless, substitutions through non-GU intermediates

were also not instantaneous, as we observed such intermedi-

ates during base pair switches. This suggests that the fitness

valleys involved in base pair switching are rather shallow.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data are available at Genome Biology and

Evolution online.
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